Hey all, Alix here, this semester’s Panto secretary. Now this my ‘first time’ doing anything like this so I hope the minutes from the AGM make sense. I tried my best to show who said what in brackets but I’m sure you will all get the gist of what was said. Also a BIG apology if I screwed up the spelling of anything!!!

Included some quotes that should make you all smile… 😊

Oh and I hope nobody take any offence to any of the content. All in fun hey!!!
UWA Pantomime Society.
AGM Minutes
7pm, 30 May 2005
Bartlett Room Currie Hall.

1. **Welcome (Dani)**
   - Apologies:
     - Laurie and Amanda
   - *Scott wipes arse with 😊 proposed script 😊*

2. **Feedback and comments from ‘Indiana Jones’**
   - **Was joy!!!** Needed more smut.
   - Need a big FINALE musical (Glynn)
   - Needed backdrops. Apparently those used in Robin Hood are still around.
   - Need more sledging of university clubs (Glynn)
   - Ninjas needed. (Ivo)

3. **UDS (Candii)**
   - John Doyle suggested that a meeting be held to discuss behavior of certain UDS members on the ‘Indiana Jones’ opening night.
   - Justin to talk to friend in UDS (???) but NOT attend meeting due to potential aggressive attitudeidepressing. Arrangement of an informal meeting (over drinks) to occur anytime before the semester 2 show. (Early next semester)
   - Perhaps a joint function with the two clubs to be arranged. (Donald)
   - Attend UDS performances.

4. **Treasury (Donald)**
   - Treasurer needs any outstanding receipts ASAP.
   - A profit of $1000 was made however this does not take into account final costs and receipts.
   - Dani to find copy of Swan Brewery grant.
   - Donation of $2 scratchy by Justin.

5. **Elections!!!!**
   - President: Amanda Johnston
   - Vice President: Rachelle Kearney + EXTREME Hat!!!
   - Secretary: Alix Chinnery
   - Biscuit Wenches (3): Gopher, Ivo Vekemans and Ian Lim
   - Web Wench: Karsten Jackson (Note: Members need to visit the website)
   - Director: Candii Maberly
   - Producer/s: Candii and Amanda
   - Treasurer: Two nominations Glynn Simpson and Donald Clarke. Donald was elected.

6. **Next Semesters Pantomime!**
   - To be performed in week 6 of semester 2. Auditions/Character placements to be done in 1st week of semester.
Script **WILL** be written by the start of semester (thanks to Justin, Scotty, Gopher, assorted others and lots of cider😊)

*Semi-finalized combinations:* Little Red Riding Hood + Lord of the Rings.  
*Also to include:* Cinderella, Puss in Boots, Wizard of Oz, Schapelle Corby, Michael Jackson, Power Rangers (?) and Hansen.

**Ideas:**
- Karsten is a tree.
- Pantomime 'Fellowship' to include Aragorn, Puss in Boots, Cinderella, Sam and Frodo.
- Sam and Frodo to be lovers.
- Michael Jackson (Scotty) is Gollum and follows Little Red around.
- Cinderella is a stoner replacement for Legolas who carries around a pumpkin. (Glynn and Ash)
- Corby is Cinderella’s supplier.
- Begins with Little Red setting out on a quest and ending up in Middle Earth.
- Unknown something in Little Reds basket. Something that the fellowship is after.
- Ends with Ben as Sauron’s voice but, in Wizard of Oz style, Zara (?) to be the actual character.
- Dorothy’s red slippers to be Cinderella’s glass slipper (?)
- UCFK recruitment as dwarves, hobbits and munchkins.
- Bulk OC payout.
- Sauron as grandmother: “I am your Grandmother”
- Simpson’s style story line (change in middle of play)(Donald)
- Little Red as Macaulay Culkin (Ash)

7. **General Business.**
   Thank you to Candii (and Viv😊) for great after party. (28th of May)  
Pantomime society appeared it the latest edition of the Pelican!!!
FILMING OF THE NEXT PANTO IS VERY IMPORTANT! Did not happen 1st semester due to communication issues.
24 hour pantomime is being considered.
Happy Birthday Karen (sung beautifully in tune by those present).  
*(Krystal: Panto soc credit work. Candii???)*
Future panto ideas: Narnia and Harry Potter.
Scott to get his cock out. Motioned by Justin and Seconded by Everyone… motion passed unanimously.

8. **Inaugural Jack Award**
   For outstanding alcoholic behavior above and beyond the call of duty at the afters of Pantomime performances.
To be "IshBar B’ee" statue with legs spread. Dani is going to organize trophy.
Sem1 2004: Justin (Jack)
Sem2 2004: Viv
Sem1 2005: Andrea (Victoria)

9. **Quotes.**
   Chelle: “The plan was that he (Donald) was going to go home to his mum and spread up”

   Justin: “I would much rather look at every cock in the world”

   Ivo: “I’m trying to breathe”, Gopher: “Well stop it”

   Dani: “Donald was dirty”

   Justin: “I can pull it off all I want but I still won’t have a script written”, Gopher: “Can you pull it off single handedly?”

   Ivo: “Parents… suck them dry”

   Candii: “Uni camp for kids that nevernever learn.”

   Candii: “I have an objection to touching the Catholics”